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We have now all the necessary rules for principal sentences,
and can put down a few examples of the right usage, note-
worthy for various reasons, and some blunders, the latter
being illustrated in proportion to their commonness. The
number of the rule observed or broken will be added in
brackets for reference. The passage from Johnson with
which the correct examples begin is instructive.
Right.
I would (2) injure no man, and should (3) provoke no resentment;
I would (2) relieve every distress, and should (3) enjoy the benedictions
of gratitude. I would (2) choose my friends among the wise, and my wife
among the virtuous; and therefore should (3) be in no danger from
treachery or unkindness. My children should (2) by my care be learned
and pious, and would (3) repay to my age what their childhood had
received.—-JOHNSON.
Chatham, it should (i) seem, ought to have taken the same side.—
macaulay.
For instance, when we allege, that it is against reason to tax a people
under so many restraints in trade as the Americans, the noble lord in the
blue riband shall (2) tell you...—BURKE.
The' critic fly', if it do but alight on any plinth or single cornice of
a brave stately building, shall (2) be able to declare, with its half-inch
vision, that here is a speck, and there an inequality.—carlyle.
John, why should you waste yourself (i) upon those ugly giggling
girls ?—R. G. white.
It wouldn't be quite proper to take her alone, would it ? What should
(4) you say ?— R. G. white.
Whether I have attained this, the future shall decide (2. I consent to
accept the verdict of the future).—Times.
Wrong.
We give first many examples of the mistake that is out of all
proportion the commonest—using the coloured future when
the speaker's mood is sufficiently given by a separate word.
In the second example, for instance, / would ask the favour
would be quite right, and would mean / should like to ask.
As it stands, it means I should like to like to ask. The
same applies to the other instances, which are only multiplied
to show how dangerous this particular form is*

